
Consider, for example, San Francisco’s southeast
sector, home to the Bayview and Hunter’s Point
neighborhoods, as well as to the city’s largest waste
treatment plant. Projections of probable sea level rise
predict that entire portions of the sector may be
underwater in the coming decades. When it happens,
the poor infrastructure and substandard housing
typical of the neighborhoods will have little chance of
holding up against the expected flooding.
Such a nightmarish scenario is not meant to scare,

but rather to drive home the point that environmen-
tal and social justice advocates have a clear stake in
fighting climate change in American cities. The price
of not engaging in the effort is simply too great.

Cities as First Responders
The story of urban leadership on the climate crisis

begins amidst the lost years of the Bush administra-
tion, when mayors across the country united in
action even as President Bush and his functionaries
denied the existence of human-made climate change.
In 2005, several hundred mayors signed the United
States Mayor’s Climate Protection Agreement. Spear-
headed by Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels, the Agree-
ment committed signatory cities to reducing their
greenhouse gas emissions to Kyoto Protocol levels—
that is, seven percent below 1990 levels. To date, 997
cities are party to this agreement.
This public commitment from a wide range of

United States cities to fight climate change—from

New York City to Shishmaresh, Alaska—has
spawned a series of actions and strategies to reduce
greenhouse gas pollution: from the highly symbolic
(placing solar panels on city halls) to the deeply fun-
damental (investing in public transportation).
San Francisco was an early leader in the move-

ment, and the results of these efforts are both prom-
ising and instructive. In 2004, Mayor Gavin
Newsom and the Board of Supervisors adopted an
ambitious Climate Action Plan centered on reducing
greenhouse gas pollution 20 percent below 1990
levels by the year 2012. No city, at that point, had
set itself such an ambitious goal. The first part of the
plan called for calculating San Francisco’s communi-
tywide carbon footprint, followed by several active
recommendations on how to reduce that footprint—
from improving non-auto transportation options to
making residential homes more energy efficient to
finding “greener” ways to dispose of waste.

San Francisco Leads with its Heart
San Francisco’s Climate Action Plan also helped

envigorate efforts started by Mayor Willie Brown and
continued in earnest by Mayor Newsom, to pursue
environmental justice in the city’s southeast sector by
closing down two major fossil fuel burning power
plants. In fact, many of the actions targeted in the
plan—if realized—had the potential to improve the
lives of the most vulnerable San Franciscans.
In the last five years, climate protection has
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By Wade Crowfoot

San Francisco’s Climate Plan

he frightening consequences of climate change are becoming increasingly familiar to Americans: rising sea levels,
severe and unpredictable weather, frequent storms and droughts, and less reliable water supplies. Less familiar,
perhaps, is the scale of the impact of climate change on poorer communities, typically located in environmentally
sensitive areas, but with fewer resources to adapt to the changing conditions. If you can imagine a series of Hurri-
cane Katrinas occurring in slow motion among poor communities across America, you get the picture.
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Urban Solutions

framed some of the city’s most important environ-
mental projects—such as, improvements to Muni,
the city’s public transit system. Given that 54 percent
of San Francisco’s emissions come from car use,
getting more people out of their cars and onto Muni
buses and rails (or riding bikes and walking) was seen
as the single best way to tackle the problem. But first,
city leaders recognized, they would need to make
Muni transport reliable, quick, and safe and funding

within Muni’s budget was reprioritized accordingly
to focus on improving the system. If the city succeeds
in achieving this goal, the result should be a more
reliable transit system for those who depend on
public transportation. 
Building more housing within transit-rich San

Francisco is another critical part of the Bay Area
effort to accommodate future housing demand
without increasing the regional carbon footprint

Carmen Rojas
As we see a concerted push by local

service providers, community organizers,
and think tanks to link their work to
larger efforts that impact city, state, and
national climate change policy, it is
crucial that foundations step up as part-
ners and allies in this work. In city after
city, it is clear that movement building for
policy change builds the power of low-
income communities of color to have a
stake and a voice in the political and eco-
nomic processes that shape their lives.
Too often, environmental grant makers
shirk their responsibility to address the
issues affecting these communities, which
are disproportionately impacted by issues
of pollution and waste, food access and
quality of life, and employment and sus-
tainability. This is a call for a new moment
in grant making and charitable giving.
centered on partnership, solidarity, and
movement building. 

As someone new to the field of philan-
thropy, I am consistently disappointed by
the often cited issue of capacity used to
explain why certain grantees are funded
while others remain under resourced.
Capacity has come to replace the concept
of risky and is overwhelmingly used to
describe community-based organizations
working in low-income communities and
communities of color and led by commit-
ted leaders of color. If there is a capacity
issue with an organization in one of our
communities, the Mitchell Kapor Founda-
tion understands that it is our responsibili-
ty to step up and provide the necessary
resources to these organizations and work
in partnership with them to make the
change we hope to see in the world. 

Organizations working to engage low-
income communities of color in the climate
change debate are invaluable resources to
these communities and to the issues we
hope to address through our grant making.
They are able to build local awareness of
the issue of climate change and how it
impacts our communities and the globe.
They are the vehicle through which our
community members feel empowered and
engaged in the battle for green jobs, clean
air, and healthy food. They are able to
collect the stories of how these issues
impact everyday people and use them as a
jumping point for policy transformation. I
would not only like to recognize this work,

but also call foundations to support this
work and join as partners in pushing for
racially and economically equitable solu-
tions for climate change. 

The Mitchell Kapor Foundation, along
with our partner social and racial justice
foundations and affiliation groups like Bay
Area Blacks In Philanthropy (BABIP) and
the Social Justice Infrastructure Funders
Group (SJIF) are at the forefront of priori-
tizing building relationships and move-
ments with our nonprofit partners.
Whether we are supporting organizations
to participate in the Environmental Justice
Advisory Committee, which is meant to
inform the scoping plan of AB32 on behalf
of low-income communities of color, or
funding the work of Communities for a
Better Environment, Asian Pacific Environ-
mental Network, or Brightline Defense
Fund to actively engage in actions to halt
the expansion and development of high
polluting industries in these communities,
we are committed to funding for the sake
of movement building, for the sake of
empowering and engaging community
members, and for the sake of giving indi-
viduals and families an opportunity to
reimagine and rebuild their neighbor-
hoods, cities, and regions. n

Carmen Rojas is the grants officer for the

Green Access program at the Mitchell Kapor

Foundation.
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through sprawl development. Mayor Newsom set a
specific goal of developing 15,000 units in five years,
which is well on its way to fulfillment. The challenge
for San Francisco, however, is to keep the new
housing affordable. Despite having the nation’s
strongest inclusionary housing requirements, San
Francisco residents continue to leave the city for
more affordable housing.
Environmental progress in San Francisco, galva-

nized by its climate action plan, is undeniable. A
recent update of the city’s carbon footprint revealed a
six percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
below 1990 levels—among the highest in urban
America. The city has also achieved a 72 percent
recycling and composting rate and the number of
solar panels installed on residential and commercial
rooftops each month has tripled. Other goals, such as
efforts to shift commuters from autos to public trans-
portation, remain works in progress. 

Social Justice and a Plan for Adaptation
San Francisco’s 2004 Climate Action Plan broke

new ground with its vision of what a city could do to
combat global climate change. It also helped San
Francisco advance some key goals of environmental
and social justice: equitable transportation options;
decreased energy costs for residents; and lessened
auto emissions. However, what is less clear from the
plan is the specific impact the new policies will have
on the city’s most vulnerable residents. 
Since San Francisco did it, there’s been a whole-

sale evolution of climate planning in American cities
to specifically prioritize environmental and social
justice benefits from climate action. New plans across
the country focus on creating green collar jobs for
citizens excluded from the traditional economy, pri-
oritize energy projects that help low-income resi-
dents, and seek to ensure the active inclusion of com-
munity groups in urban climate planning. The city
of Oakland recently adopted such a plan and San
Francisco is in the process of updating its climate
goals in partnership with community groups.
In recent years, there has also been a movement in

San Francisco and other cities toward “adaptation

planning,” in recognition of the fact that even if we
are successful in reducing emissions now and in the
future, certain irreversible but significant impacts
from the climate change already underway are
inevitable. The goal of adaptation planning is to
ensure that we make long-term decisions now to
avoid the more pernicious impacts on our vulnerable
communities.
In summary, San Francisco’s relatively long expe-

rience with combating climate change carries three
important lessons: First, real progress toward reduc-
ing greenhouse gas pollution in cities is achievable.
Second, actions taken to reduce pollution frequently
overlap key environmental and social justice goals.
Third, the involvement of justice advocates in
climate action and adaptation planning ensures that
such efforts result in better living conditions for all
urban residents, including vulnerable populations
who, like the victims of Hurricane Katrina, stand to
lose the most from climate change. n
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Photo:

Solar cells on a San
Francisco rooftop are
part of the city’s 
SForward as detailed in
Building a Bright Fu-
ture, San Francisco’s En-
vironmental Plan 2008.

Courtesy of 
www.sfenvironment.org

Wade Crowfoot is the west coast political director of the Environmental Defense Fund. He most recently served as director of climate

protection initiatives for the city and county of San Francisco and is now a member of the board of directors of Urban Habitat.
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